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Radar Bands
Rees, 2013



How is the radar image focused?



How is the radar image focused?

� Demodulate and Digitize

� Range Compression
◦ Deonvolve a known chirp function

� Range Migration
◦ Shift known Doppler in frequency domain 

and shift a known distance in range. (Orbit)

� Azimuth Compression
◦ Deconvolve a known illumination chirp

function

SAR processor à



Demodulation and Digitization

� Carrier Frequency (GHz) & Band width (MHz)

� Hermitian Symmetry of Real Fourier Transformed signal

� Shift Theorem of Fourier Transform

� Real à Complex



Range Compression

� Ideal detection radar pulse (Delta Function), E = P(A)*dt .

� Convolution between a pulse and a chirp function.

Pulse duration à ~ 10 km

� Questions:Why not use a real delta function?

� Range Compression: De-convolve the range chirp from each row of data.
(Focusing in Range)



Range Migration

� A range shift based on Doppler and Range



Azimuth Compression
Azimuth compression

Azimuth compression or azimuth focusing involves coherent summation of echos at a

constant range from the point reflector. The geo metry of the strip-mode acquisition is

shown in Figure B6

Figure B6.  Geometry of radar passing over a point reflector where
V – the effective speed which is about equal to the ground track speed
s – slow time along the satellite track
so – time when the center of the radar echo passes over the point reflector
Ro = Rnear + n * (C / fs)  minimum range from the spacecraft to the target
Rnear – near range to first data sample in the swath
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Azimuth Compression

� aaa
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phase history of point reflector

parabolic approximation to range history

Least-squares fit of range history for each point in DEM provides both 
the accurate position in range azimuth               space and the Dopper 
centroid and rate parameters needed to focus the image.  This 
analysis only needs to be applied to the master image.

Ro, so[ ]
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Orbit!!!



Azimuth Compression

� De-convolve an azimuth chirp (Focusing in Azimuth)



Length of Synthetic Aperture

Length of synthetic aperture - The length of the synthetic aperture 

€ 

La  depends on the

length of the radar ground footprint in the azimuth direction, which is approximately

€ 

La = Ro
λ
L

(B13)

where L is the physical length of the antenna, λ is the wavelength and Ro is the slant

range given above.  The length of the aperture in terms of radar echos is given by

€ 

na =
La  PRF

V
(B14)

This is simply the length of the synthetic aperture divided by the along-track sampling

distance.  The following table provides these quantities for SARs of interest for

interferometry today.

Table B3.  Length of synthetic aperture for three satellites.
V

(m/s)
λ

(m)
PRF
(Hz)

Ro

(km)
L

(m)
La

(m)
na

theory
na

actual
ERS-1/2 7125 0.057 1679 ~850 10 4850 1142 1164
Envisat 7125 0.057 2067 ~1020 10 5830 1690 1740
ALOS 7125 0.236 2159 ~1020 9 26,830 8128 9216



Example



More Examples



More Examples



More Examples



Scan SAR & TOPS



Scan SAR
� Scanning Synthetic Aperture Radar (ScanSAR)
◦ Wide coverage

◦ Shorter revisit 

Time Division Multiplexing System
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Scan SAR
� Scanning Synthetic Aperture Radar (ScanSAR)

SW1

SW2



Scan SAR - Processing
� Example ALOS-1 L1.0 WB1 data 
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Scan SAR - Processing
� Example

SW4

SW4

SW4

SW4

SW4

SW4

ALOS-1 L1.0 SW4 data 

burst

zeros

6 bursts
per patch



Scan SAR - Examples
� Napa Earthquake Post Seismic ALOS-2



Scan SAR - Examples
� Bad Example? 



Scan SAR - Burst Alignement
� Burst Alignment phase
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ALOS-1 
Need > 0.2 burst overlap
to recover phase from
ScanSAR to ScanSAR
Interferometry.

Tong et al., 2010 



Scan SAR - Burst Alignement
� More examples

Yu Morishita sent this ALOS-2 ScanSAR image!!  
So the bursts are partially aligned (19% overlap according to orbit)



Scan SAR - Burst Alignement

� More examples

Hokkaido pair,
subswath F1 SLC images

reference – left
repeat – right

blue arrows mark reflectors 
aligned in azimuth by 
applying a shift of 339 to 
the repeat image.

yellow lines mark the 
339 shift in the bursts
bringing them out of 
alignment

orbital info says
341 shift

orbit shift = actual shift



Scan SAR - Burst Alignement
� Burst Alignment Ayalysis

56.4-day cycle of burst alignment
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Scan SAR
� Burst Alignment Issue is Fixed on Feb 8th 2015



Scan SAR
� Down Side of Scan SAR – Scattered Target



Scan SAR
� Down Side of Scan SAR

– Amplitude Scollaping

Meta et al., 2010 



TOPS
� Terrain Observations with Progressive Scans

Mittermayer et al., 2010 



TOPS - Issues
� Spectrogram of TOPS data

TOPS data Deramp-Demodulated TOPS data

Xu et al., 2017 



TOPS - Issues
� Spectral Separation at Burst Overlap

Prats-Iraola et al., 2010 Mittermayer et al., 2010 

4.5 kHz (PRF~486)

Δa = PRF Δφ
2π fu − fl( )

0.28mm requires 0.001 pixel co-registration accuracy 



TOPS - Issues
� Results from Cross-Correlation (~0.1 pixel co-registration accuracy)



TOPS - Issues
� The Sentinel-1 SAR data are provided with a high-accuracy orbit product

◦ ~2-3 cm radial / cross tract, ~5cm along-track

dr = c0 + c1rm + c2am

da = c3 + c4rm + c5am
Point on the ground

Reference orbit

Repeat orbit



TOPS - Geometric Alignment / Co-registration
� Comparison

Ê New Geometric
Ê Back-geocode master and 

slave images
Ê Estimate range and azimuth 

offsets for every point in 
slave image.

Ê Deramping
Ê Co-registration (sinc

interpolation)
Ê Reramping

Ê Old Cross Corelation
Ê Crude estimate of range 

and azimuth offsets from 
orbits

Ê Cross-corelation
Ê Estiamte offset parameters
Ê Co-registration (sinc

interpolation)



TOPS - Issues
� Results After pure geometric alignment and co-registration



Precise Orbit

� Proper focus requires accurate estimates of Doppler centroid and Doppler 
rate.

� Transformation from geographic to radar coordinates without ground 
control.

� Accurate initial estimates for image alignment.  TOPS requires geometric 
alignment to 1/200 pixel = 7 cm.

� InSAR baseline estimation – Removal of topographic curvature phase.
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Questions?


